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MICHAEL
MITTLEMAN

he June 3rd General Meeting was called to order by LIW
President Mike Daum at 7:10 PM. The session was another
live-streaming format due to COVID-19 restrictions. The
COVID-19 situation precluded most of the usual in-person program
events.

T

Announcements Mike D. is in contact with the Smithtown Historical
Society administration in an attempt to determine Brush Barn availability as the COVID-19 restrictions are eased. A team of board members (Mike D., Bill L., Steve F., Ben N., and Jim M.) is investigating virtual meeting software other than Zoom. If the LIW gains 501(c)(3)
status, we will be eligible for free/discounted software. Gary Rogowski
will be the June 9th presenter (live-stream). There will be a board meeting June 15th.
New Members None present.
TREASURER’S REPORT Steve F. reported that due to COVID-19 related issues, the LIW is actually ahead of last year by about $5k.
MEMBERSHIP REPORT Joe B. reported one new member and a current
membership total of 167.
SHOW AND TELL Skipped due to the novelty of the meeting format.

LISA
PUZZLE
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DRAWING WINNERS Skipped due to the meeting format.
PRESENTATION – MICHAEL FORTUNE – CHAIR DESIGN AND A SHOP
TOURThe session started with Michael providing a synopsis of his
background. His shop is about 5,500 sf. He has 10 bandsaws to avoid
blade changes. Other machinery included a pantorouter, table saw,
planers, veneer cutter, vacuum press, etc. Michael’s facility also has a
sawmill, multiple solar kilns, steam box. The main building also has a
design studio. The second story of the shop has living quarters for up
to two interns.
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Next meeting
Wednesday July 1 7 pm
Virtual Meeting
Rolf Beutemuller
Scrollsaws

Michael Fortune showed the anthropomorphic measures he uses in virtually all of his chairs. He showed the numerous rough sketches
required as designs translate into plans. His work often requires steam
bending which he demonstrated and extensive use of vacuum pressing.
Mock-ups and bevel gauges are used to determine exact angles. He
photographs each step of the build. Unusual (un-square) shapes are
determined by using endo- and exoskeletons to create mock-ups. He
showed a pantorouter. Michael mentioned that he uses Titebond glues.
A Q and A session followed the presentation. Thank you, Michael
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Fortune. Your skills and openness provided us with a great deal of information and inspiration.
ADJOURNMENT The meeting adjourned at 9:20 PM.
JULY MEETINGS On June 8th at 7:30 PM, Ben Nawrath and Mike Daum will co-host a LICFM meeting which will
include a presentation about inlay in furniture from Gary Rogowski. A Q & A session will follow.
There will be a General Meeting held on July 1, 2020 starting at 7:00 PM. This event will feature Rolf Beuttenmuller
live-streaming from Steve Fulgoni’s studio. Rolf ’s planned program will include a comparison between Excalibur
and Hegner saws; how to set up a saw; blades, types and applications; and a complex fretwork project. Zoom and
Facebook access instructions will be emailed shortly before the meeting.
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Editor’s Note: The chair photos were sent to me
from Michael. All the others are screen captures
taken by Jim Moloney, so they are not up to his
usual standards when he is using his camera.
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AS FORTUNE WOULD HAVE IT

I

DARYL ROSENBLATT

thought I would add to what Michael had said during his presentation. (To those who don’t know, I’ve been his student for over ten years, so I’ll just pass along some more bandsaw and other information he’s taught me over the
years. I’ll try and do the same with other techniques he’s been kind enough to share.)
Blades: His usual blade is a ½” skip tooth blade. BC Saw in Toronto was his favorite blade, and after starting with
him, I bought about a dozen years ago. Since they aren’t around anymore, go with what you can get. Bob Urso
sold (and I guess still sells) Timberwolf, which is a great brand of blade. (As an aside, when you are changing
blades, you can but cut the old blades down to 2 inches long, grind away the teeth and you have great scratch
stocks.)
When doing his freehand cutting technique, it will feel odd at first, since using the back of a moving bandsaw
blade as a rest and guide is not what anyone is used to. Once you get the feel, it becomes second nature. What he
had me do was draw freehand lines in a board about 3/8” apart, and then practice cutting. The first few were not
great. plus I held the board in a death grip. Keep your hands loose and just cut away. After an hour or so you will
get the feel and all of a sudden, it’s easy. Unlike him though, I still use a second hand on the board. And while he
comes within 1/64 of an inch, I’m happy with 1/16”, but will settle for even more.
Once he showed how bandsaw drift is a myth, it’s easier to adjust a bandsaw. My blade is set so the teeth slightly
protrude from the front edge of the wheels (mine is made for that, many say to have it in the middle, but try the
edge). Don’t get caught up in the coplanar stuff either. See how it cuts before driving yourself crazy adjusting the
wheels.
The guides have to be very close to the blade. The old trick of a dollar bill as a shim is a good one. Changing to
cool blocks or ceramic is a great idea (that wasn’t from Michael, but it IS a good idea.) When cutting, you want
the top guides to be lowered to just above the wood you are cutting. That IS from Michael, and it’s not only safer,
but makes the cut more accurate.
Then make sure the blade is perpendicular to the table, and make that adjustment, and also that the blade is exactly parallel to the miter slot. (Even if you don’t use the slot, it’s the best reference point you can have.) Then adjust
the fence so it’s exactly parallel to the miter slot.
Blade tension is also important, in that you do NOT have to crank the living daylights out of the blade, just tight
enough. It will deflect a bit when pushing on it, that’s fine.
Dust pickup: The usual port just above the bottom guides is not enough. If you want to go overboard (I did) add
another port for my shop vac at the bottom of the bottom door, on the left. It’s better if it’s in the back, but that’s
a much harder hole to drill. The door can come off the hinge when you cut it. It does not mean there is no dust,
but it IS greatly reduced. This is in addition to connecting a dust collector to the regular port, it’s not a substitute.
Once you have the bandsaw set up, if you don’t use the table as a pull handle, the saw should stay perfectly set
for a long time. Once you have the confidence in it, you will find it’s it way better and much safer than a table
saw for ripping since there is no kickback. Plus, you don’t need a jointed edge to come close to a line you’ve
scribed with rough sawn wood.
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LICFM

Ben Nawrath and Mike Daum, Co-hosts.
ANNOUNCEMENTS Due to COVID-19 precautions, the June 9, 2020 LICFM meeting was conducted via televideo.
Besides the usual SIG business, the meeting included an hour-long live stream from Gary Rogowski, well-known
woodworker and proprietor of the Northwest Woodworking Studio. The school is located in Portland, Orego
PRESENTATION Gary Rogowski
The main theme of the demonstration was plugs and inlays. Gary’s studio covers a multitude of woodworking techniques and he encourages the use of hand tools whenever possible. The presentation started with a brief tour of
Gary’s shop. It covers approximately 5,000 sf and is divided between woodworking and instructional areas. The
“classroom” is a large open space holding about 12 workbenches for students.
Gary’s inlays start with preparing the ground or base before setting the inlay. Gary described the steps of planning,
sanding and scraping he uses. When using an oak or walnut base, Gary shellacs before starting the inlay.
Gary displayed a flower design with used round and square plugs. The plugs are set proud of the ground. He makes
the square plugs 1/32nd” larger than the hole so the plug will cover any square hole inconsistencies. The plugs are
chamfered and glued in with yellow or hide glue. The plugs are set with a metal hammer so he can feel the plug
when it bottoms. Gary chisels the plugs as flat as possible and uses a credit card under the chisel to protect the surrounding area. Next, the plugs are sanded or planed flat; his preference is planing. If the inlay wood is harder than
the ground, Gary cautioned against chiseling or planing cross grain. A credit card with a slot that surrounds the plug
is used to sand the inlay or peg flat and avoid marring the ground.
For curved inlays, Gary lays the material straight to make sure it’s long enough to fit the groove. A recommendation
is to use straight grain wood. Next the inlay is soaked in water for one-half hour before it is jigged or bent into
shape.
Various inlay materials were discussed such as copper and pewter and how to get them flush. This is mostly accomplished with a scraper.
Overall, a tremendous amount of information and insight were presented by an accomplished woodworker. Thank
you, Gary.
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JIM MOLONEY

TURNER’S GUILD

Guild President Jim Moloney opened the meeting.
ANNOUNCEMENTS The meeting, including the demonstration, was conducted via Zoom. Recordings of all LIW
club remote meetings are available in the “Members Only” area of the website under Remote Live Meetings.
SHOW AND TELL Tony Fuoco had a cherry burl vase with voids and a small vase he turned from a blank cut at an
angle and glued to a contrasting piece of wood.
Bob Urso turned a vase from an unknow species of wood and used chestnut alcohol-based dye as part of the finish.
Gary Mayhew turned a Viking bowl from walnut and a hollow form from sugar maple.
Ben Nawrath showed his first green wood turned bowls from a mulberry tree. He dried them in a microwave.
RAFFLE There was no raffle due to the virtual meeting format.
PRESENTATION Steve Fulgoni
Steve Fulgoni provided a demonstration from his garage using 3 camcorders on stands to give different views and
even included a picture in picture format using vMix software on his laptop. This was by far the best quality video
at any or our remote meetings. It was the result of good quality cameras connected by ethernet cables instead of
Wi-Fi. The camcorders were stationary and made for a professional looking presentation. He offered the use of
this setup to the club for future demonstrations at the studio he set up at his warehouse in Deer Park. Rolf
Beuttenmuller will do a scroll saw demo there for the July 1st General Meeting. If anyone is interested in doing a
turning demo for the July 9th meeting either from home or Steve’s studio, please contact me at jpatmo@aol.com.
For his demonstration, Steve turned a small vase from a red cedar log. It was an end grain turning and he
explained that different designs could be achieved depending on how the piece was mounted, with the pith in the
center or off centered. The log was mounted between centers and he started with a spindle roughing gouge to
round the log, then created a tenon on one end and mounted it in a chuck to hollow it using a bowl gouge. Green
wood turned to a thin wall thickness may crack as it dries. Steve suggested turning a thicker collar on the rim to
reduce the possibility of cracking.
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Long Island Woodworkers
Board Meeting
June 15, 2020
Virtual Meeting Format
Summary of Meeting
The meeting was called to order at 7:05 PM. A number of items were discussed:
1. Update on plans for the Annual Show - There is a chance that the Cradle of Aviation Museum may still be
viable. The possibility of returning to OBVR was mentioned. There is a continuing discussion with the SHS to
determine the availability of the Brush Barn. Any of the locations require the use of PPE and hand sanitizers.
2. Information regarding necessary components for virtual meetings - Paramount considerations are moderator
controls, ease of access, and decent video quality. These requirements may require using paid services. It was
mentioned that some equipment and broadcasting services are free or deeply discounted to charities (501(c)(3)
organizations). The LIW is presently constituted as a 501(c)(7) social club.
3. Televideo equipment procurement - Generally, webcams are not currently available because of COVID-19. As
an interim solution, Treasurer Steve Fulgoni offered his studio for use by LIW demonstrators. It is equipped with
good lighting, audio, and multiple, remotely-controlled cameras.
4. Virtual meeting survey results – There was minimal response to the survey. Email challenges were encountered
since the forms worked only with Outlook. The data will be discarded. The voting software used successfully by
LIW members in the past will be the vehicle for conducting future electronic surveys.
5. A need for centralized electronic storage of relevant board documents such as meeting minutes and financial
reports was described. Concern was raised about the inadvertent publication of personal data.
Available facilities and a security hierarchy plan will be developed for further board discussion.
6. Status of 501(c)(3) progress – To reconstitute the LIW into a charity, the membership and board must approve
changes to the Incorporation Certificate. A cover letter will be developed for the LIW membership, which
explains the differences and why they are necessary. The board approved the changes by a vote on April 2, 2020.
Meeting Adjourned: 9:15 PM
Recorded By: ____Michael R. Mittleman, Secretary_
Date:
____June 15, 2020__ _____________
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MICHAEL R. MITTLEMAN

A Toughie?
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Clues
Across

Down

1. Lion's lunch, maybe

1. "Headless Horseman" author

7. More authentic

2. Nastier

8. Rogue

3. Indian religious sect

9. Have covered

4. Refer

10. Someone who wants

5. Looked lecherously

11. Immoderate

6. Angioplasty target
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Solution to June
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